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The following Paper was read : 

ON THE NoMENCLATUBE OF THE BBITISH TBIBES, PARTICULARLY AS

BEOABDS THE NoBTHERN PABTS OF ENGLAND; EMBBACING THE NAMES 
OF EIVEBS, MOUNTAINS, COUNTRIES AND PEESONS, ILLUSTBATED BY A 
COMPABISON WITH THOSE OF OTHEB COUNTRIES,

By William Bell, Phil. Dr., Secretary of the British Arcliaological 
Association for Foreign Correspondence.

" Les noms propres preservent a I'oublie ties clermers vestiges d'une langue que le cours 
ties evenemens fuit disparaitre de la region ou elle a long terns regne. Un ou deux 
mots radicaux les oomposent: ces mots que souveut ofirent des donnces premieres 
pour 1'etude d'une langue peu conuue, aident souvent aussi a retrouver les traces de 
la descendance ou de la dispersion d'un peuple ; leur identite de deux peuplades qui 
des loug-tenips peut-etre ont perdu de vue leur premiere origine."

Salverte, Essai sur les Noms, vol. i. p. 29.

In offering, at a short notice, this paper on British Nomenclature to so 
learned and zealous a body of antiquaries as that of which the Historic 
Society of Lancashire and Cheshire consists, I feel that I have need of a 
more than usual share of indulgence, partly because as a stranger to your 
north-western counties I approach the task wholly unprepared by previous 
recollection, and also because really so little exists of ancient record more 
especially belonging to this .division of the kingdom. Camden himself 
(Gough's Edit. vol. iii. p. 127,) begins his account of your county with the 
words " I fear I shall give little satisfaction to myself or my readers 
here." Though, therefore, I may have to rest solely upon the analogy of 
your names with those in other places of similar sound or situation, and 
the conformities of your local designations with those of very distant and 
disjointed countries, I trust still, since a time must have existed when all 
the earth was of one tongue, by a due consideration of the reasons and 
causes which have induced Nomenclature in other places, and where 
they still remain significant, to disinter some of your names from the long 
death or misconception they have undergone for countless ages, and to 
make many things appear intelligible that are now without meaning or 
relation.

As, however, much depends in a name upon its true orthography, it will 
be necessary to premise a few words upon our alphabets and spelling in 
general, which will necessarily be too concise to exhaust so fertile a topic  
not to divert too much of this Lecture from its main object.
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All men have similar organs of speech as of sight or hearing, and all 
letters are pronounced by the same modifications of their respective organs. 
If therefore all men were agreed when writing and alphabets were first 
introduced, by what letters each sound should be represented, the greatest 
cause for the diversity of languages would have been obviated: unfortu 
nately this is not the case. Not only in different languages but in our own 
is one sound represented by different letters, but the same letter sometimes 
represents different uses and combinations of our vocal organs. For some 
sounds we have no alphabetical sign whatsoever. Thus the peculiar shib 
boleth of our English language, the theta or th, has no representative 
amongst our 24 letters, and can only be signified by the union of T and H; 
and in the German ehi or ch is equally wanting. It is, however, an 
acknowledged linguistical principle, which the great German lexicographer, 
Adelung, fully recognised, that all letters pronounced by the same or similar 
organs, and their combinations, are convertible inter se or one with another: 
thus B, V, P, F, easily glide into each others' places ; so G, 0, K, S, Z, may 
be interchanged merely by a soft or hard utterance, as the common zed is 
better known as hard s or iszard. D and T are well-known instances, since 
many people, particularly the inhabitants of the modern kingdom of Saxony, 
cannot receive or give back a difference betwixt the two: equally so the 
inhabitants of Berlin betwixt J and G, with them Gott is Yott, &c. In the 
oldest Latinity the R and S are used indiscriminately, as in asa, asena, and 
casmea, the same words are subsequently spelled ara, arena, carmea 
respectively. Of the convertibility of the B and V we have an example 
in the pun of some old Roman tipler, bibere est vivere and I met a re 
markable modern instance in the decendants of a Roman Province where 
the language has suffered less mutation than even in Italy, in the sign 
board on a road-side estalagem betwixt Lisbon and Coimbra, " aqui se bend 
vuon bino" for the orthodox "aqui se vend buon vino"; but the inscription 
was in perfect accordance with tho vernacular pronunciation. It will be 
seen that these conformities reduce the function of letters within very 
narrow bounds, and nearly realize the boast of a modern lexiographer, that 
he could express all ideas common to mankind by three letters. When, 
however, to this first etymological principle a second is added, that vowels 
are to be totally disregarded, I think I hear some of the auditory exclaim 
with a French Count, that etymology was a study in which " les voyelles
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vont rieii et les oonsonans pen de chose." Of the importance of vowels 
take the following instance where through the whole vocal gamut the 
radical signification remains the same :

Pane, Pen, Pin, Point, Pun.
Here the evident pointed sense of pen and pin is found in panes, which 

were anciently all rhombs and placed with their angles uppermost; in 
point, from the Latin ponere, we need no explanation, and for the last, pun, 
we all know that without a point a pun is valueless: thus we find the 
radical meaning attaches to the consonants, solely without reference to the 
vowels. Most of the radical monosyllables, the necessarily earliest form of 
words, admit the same test, and may be run through all the vowels without 
changing the ground idea. But it must be at the same time distinctly 
understood that this quality can be predicated of consonants and vowels only 
so long as language remained purely oral, the reason of which is, the 
modification of sound by which the vowels are brought out are so minute 
and indefinite, and run so nearly into one another, that the unaided ear 
could not make the necessary separation; as soon however as letters were 
invented, another sense, the eye, was called in to its assistance, and the 
mind gained another avenue of intelligence; then the vowels became 
substantial and significative; but even now, where \ve have not seen a 
proper or a foreign name written, how few of us would venture to say he 
could write it correctly from merely hearing it pronounced. I dare say the 
story is known to all of an intelligent boy being asked to write the word 
potatoes; and that, upon chalking down pot correctly, after some considera 
tion he added eight o's, thus spelling it as he heard the word pot-o o o o o o o o's, 
and certainly not having seen the word, very fairly. So a Somersetshire 
boy who made thirteen grammatical blunders in spelling the word usage, 
could not be said to have very incorrectly given the dialect of his county, 
when he wrote down the letters yowzidtch ; the thirteen blunders being 
made up by the eight redundant letters he inserted and the five true ones 
being omitted. Yet supposing both had been at the first formation of 
letters, we may readily suppose that their methods of spelling would have 
been received as correct and our present modes as vulgar and illiterate. 
It was necessary to give these few preliminary remarks on a most important 
subject, that when it is necessary in the sequel, to apply this convertibility 
of letters to practice, or to neglect and exchange occurring vowels, we may
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be neither startled nor astonished at the results, nor at the variations 
which writing and written characters have introduced into dialects and 
languages, originally identical, by the discrepancies of orthography.

Now as to names themselves; I believe that few of the present day will 
be hardy or zealous enough to assert immediate inspiration of the Deity, 
for the formation of speech, or for the origin of names and words. This 
theory was formerly willingly entertained for a ready and authoritative 
solution of all doubts, and precluded all further questioning; the inconse- 
quentialities, however, it involved, and the contradictions included in 
following up its inferences, soon elicited scruples in the breasts of the 
most orthodox, and produced misgivings and scepticisms which it was 
found impossible to reconcile. Even for his less sublime divinities Horace's 
maxim,

Nee Deus intersit nisi dignus vindice nodus,
is just and natural, and it holds good in an infinitely greater degree where 
the intervention we invoke is immeasurably above the impotent mythology 
of Rome, and in a case too where the interference is mmecessary. For 
perhaps by an example, we can best shew how a language could be formed 
by the mere exercise of voluntary or interjectional power which man pos 
sesses in common with all animals, and its development by the various 
powers of the understanding. A flash of lightning first bursting upon the 
sight of a savage would give rise to an exclamation of surprise and 
astonishment which we will assume was LO ! that interjection would 
necessarily mark his future perception of a similar phenomenon, or of any 
similar one as fire or light, and it is not perhaps too hazardous a conjecture 
to suppose that this word would have signified fire and light in the first 
spoken language of the world, one that is prehistoric and dates long before 
we have any written annals, and which, like the ruins of a Cyclopean 
structure, can only be partially reconstructed, from its widely scattered and 
broken fragments. That, however, Loh may have been the earliest desig 
nation of fire, is partially confirmed by finding it intact or inflected still 
in various languages, even of the west, in this meaning. Loh is still in 
full integrity significant for fire in modern German, and the expression 
" das feuer brennt lichter-loh," almost literally translatable by our English, 
the fire burns (with a) lilly-loiv, shews the tenacity of language and the 
immense antiquity of parts of our own ; where, however, an idea like fire
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once enters the mind, the doctrine of categories first taught by Aristotle 
instructs us that it is capable of a tenfold increase, namely, as to (1) quan 
tity, (2) quality, (8) relation, (4) action, (5) passion, (6) time, (7) place, and 
(8) situation, and (9) habit, and its own simple perception forming the 
tenth; each of the ten modifications forms a fresh idea that is also capable 
of its own ten fresh categories and of a similar extension, and thus we 
have for each word a tenfold geometrical progression in continued activity, 
so that a very slight knowledge of arithmetic is sufficient to convince you 
what an infinite variety of ideas would be formed in a very short series 
from this single interjection. Part of this abundance may still be found 
in our own language, in glow, gleam, gloom, gloaming, looming, glisten, 
glitter, glass, glaciere, gloss, clear, glide, slide, slip, slow, sluggish, &c., &c., 
and the field is opened still wider when the idea is again considered as 
subject or object, actively or passively, negatively or consequentially. 
Glory and gloria is but the halo of light encircling the aspirant or obtaiuer 
of fame as a metaphor; glee, the pleasure consequent upon obtaining it. 
These are a very few examples of derivations in our own language, of this 
interjection, which a very transient search has enabled me to particularise; 
but when we further consider that lo, or rather the letter L, as a liquid, 
would admit its vowel as well before it as after, thus al, el, il, ol, ul, 
equally with la, le, li, lo, lu, the infinity of derivation from this single 
letter L is almost beyond conception and certainly beyond belief. It is 
corroborative of the idea that it was the first word, since it enters into all 
the earliest names of Deity; well might, for that reason, the Greeks term 
it the letter of light: LAMPDA, the lamp; for light and its visible agent 
the glorious sun was the earliest, because the most beneficent object of 
worship and adoration; the letter B, which takes its station at the head of 
most alphabets, (disregarding vowels), because it is the ideagraphic repre 
sentative of superiority and power, is added to the primitive el to form the 
Bel, Baal, Belinus, worshipped all through the western world from China 
and the Indus to the woods of Caledonia, is but an emphatic reduplication 
of the original idea as all; All-Fa,dir of the Edda; Pope's Father of All, 
it gives a beautiful metonomy and substantial significancy to our present 
adjective, hut this, by the common process of verbal coining as in the Arabic 
Allah, brings the Mussulman's Deity also within the circle. The great Sun 
God of the Pelasgi, the radiated and resplendent Helios was etymologically
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but the son, uio; of our el, and the reason why so many other people call 
that glorious luminary the sun; besides the Eoman Sol, the names of many 
of their greatest Gods were all only verbal offsets of this universal Divinity. 
Apollo resolves itself into Ab-ollo, besides that he is frequently styled 
Belinus. Vulcan Bul or Bel-khan, of which the last syllable is of 
the oriental signification of great; his sister is Bellona; Vesta was Cy-bele. 
Mercury also called Cy-lenius and even the Athenian Pallas. Nay even 
amongst the Hebrews it seems to have been borrowed to represent Divinity 
in general, as El, and in the plural Elohim, was a necessity where they 
were forbidden to pronounce the awful tetragrammaton the unspeakable 
ineffable Jehovah.

But the subject of light and the Deities of light, Licht-gottheiten, as 
named by the Germans^would alone fill a volume. Having therefore 
adduced them as an example, I pass them by for the present till I have 
the opportunity of an independent dissertation concerning them for it is 
high time to avert from names that are general to those that are particular, 
from names appellative to names proper. It is a remark by Mr. Balverte 
in his excellent treatise sur les iioms,'&c., "tous les noms propres sont 
originairement significatives," all proper names are originally significant, 
and in furtherance of this view it  will be my endeavour to shew whence 
and how in many instances this significance arises and first in the names 
of rivers and waters.

In Egyptian hieroglyphics the usual sign for water is an up and down 
stroke joining in an acute angle, and frequently repeated, in fact an 
angular waved line and our Roman A many times reiterated; and the 
corroboration of the fact may be found in a lecture on the antient arts 
of Egypt, (mentioned Athenaeum, October 1848,) where it is stated that 
"the Egyptians first introduced the wavy ornament or zig zag in their 
architecture because it was their hieroglyphic for water." We may thence 
conclude that the letter A was the earliest western designation for water, 
and we still find it in the little river Aa on which Amsterdam is situated, 
and whence it takes its name ; when gutturalised and duplicated it becomes 
the Latin aqua, and the same guttural is strongly retained in indigenous 
name of that town which the Romans called Aguisgrannum, the French 
Aix la Chapelle, but in German Aachen, all names indicating the famous 
hot medicinal springs or waters for which its suburb Burtscheid is still so
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famous. Another and principally German form for water is An, as the 
Don-au or Danube, merely the big water, as I shall hereafter prove; this 
diphthong is a fruitful source of German nomenclature in connection with 
rivers whose basins from it usually take the names of Gaus, the Ilhine- 
gau, the Maingau, Neokargau, are familiar to all who have made a summer 
trip to Ehenish Prussia, and in Lancashire you have it in the Edder-ow, 
where from the doubt attending all initial vowels it may signify the watery 
abode of the otter or of the adder. In Scotland the name is more frequent, 
Linlithgow commonly Lithgow, and even the famous City of Glasgow, it 
being understood that the oral sound of au in the German is precisely that 
of our ow, and might thence suggest some older name for the Clyde or the 
gliding water, as glass or gless from glesum amber, an indigenous Wendic 
word, and whence our modern term for glass, when that luxury was intro 
duced amongst us. I know not whence originates the Scottish title of 
Douglas, for the ducal family of Hamilton still located on the Clyde, but 
as a river of that name is found in your county, it will there as well as else 
where signify " shining as hi a glass darkly."* But from this au as a root, 
many British rivers also take their root, particularly from its plural awen 
or avon, formed according to the strictest rules of German syntax, and the 
stream on which our British bard sang " his woodnotes wild," and the Bristol 
Avon with many others will immediately rise to your recollections. Another 
plural of the same word, or the French eau, as aus or eaux, has frequently 
been called into requisition, when rivers were required to be named, as 
Ouse and the French Oise, which are frequent in both countries, and when 
you find Maes, you may learn it means a river midway between two others, 
as that Maes on which Maestrict lies runs midway betwixt Rhine and 
Moselle. So Bach or Beck, by the prefix B, as I have explained above, 
signifies the head or spring of a river. It may perhaps be travelling very 
far out of the record when I shew you the widely-spread signification of 
Aac for water, and I revert to the kingdom of Mexico in America, where, as 
we learn from Prescot's History of the Conquest of that Country, the 
plains of the capital, surrounded arid intersected by lakes, was called the 
countiy of Anahuac, which, the author adds, signifies near the water, 
equivalent fully to our European au or at-Aach.

* This derivation if it needed support would bo fully corroborated for its first syllable 
by the Black Water in Ireland, which is merely a translation of the Irish Avon-dhu ; 
the vernacular name by which Spenser falls it in his Fairic Queeii,
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A synonym of the flowing properties of water is produced from the same 
root as for our verb to run, or the Greek psw suggesting, in an objective 
sense, clean or pure, as we say to rinse: thence the continental names of 
Bhine or Rhone, which has caused for the former much unnecessary dis 
cussion amongst German Archaeologists, some insisting that the orthography 
should be Rein, clean, without reflecting that it depends upon your con 
sidering it as cause or consequence which is correct. In antiquity you have 
the Ehe or Volga, and the Bore-aw-tan-aus, which we spell Borys-thenes, 
which shews the poverty of the olden vocabularies, being but a repetition 
of the idea, big water, and that twice repeated to make a word " full 
of sound and fury, signifying nothing." From this root too the Romans 
made rivers in diminutive rivulus, -whence the Lancashire ribble and our 
English word ripple : cognate is bubble, and the lacteary duct or channel 
by which our first nutriment flows, the female nipple.

Wetness, an invariable property of the watery element, is another source 
of individual nomenclature. It is well known that the iJwj humor, the 
Theotisc wader, wasser, water are all cognate and derivative words. When 
Ptolemy calls the Oder of the Wends, which flows past Stettin, Viadrus, 
he but puts the vernacular idiom as he then heard it, even if at second 
hand into the best Greek letters he could find. Another northern conti 
nental stream has experienced a different fate, in yon the Greek word is 
still kept nearly intact, but in his Visurgis the present Weser with Bremen 
at its mouth, you must take the German language for the correct meaning 
of the junction of the two rivers Werra and Fulda, as waser, wasser, 
gewasser, waters. You have a Lancashire Odder, and you may take its 
derivation either from this primitive idea of wet or from the animal which 
may have frequented its banks as Bever-lac, the capital of the East 
Riding of Yorkshire, had its name when beavers were indigenous and in 
great numbers there; but if you prefer the animal you but remove the 
relationship one degree from the root, as it is evident this fish-seeking beast 
must have taken name from its natural and necessary humid habits. That 
water is not only the cause of wetness but the true parent of wet and wade, 
as mere words, you may learn from the still prevalent term of watte for 
sand-banks frequently dry at low water, places therefore where a wader may 
wade; and hence too the German and Anglo-Saxon term for the calf of the 
leg, wade being the scale by which such depths are measured. Perhaps
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the most curious etymological result of this definition for the prevalent 
element is, that water and father are etymologically the same words, which 
might have been predicated almost a priori from the consideration that all 
the oldest theogonies, the Vedas and the Eddas, make fluidity the magna 
parent, water the father of all things, or the father of all things water. 
The etymological proof is that the German vater was pronounced and 
originally spelled vadder, and I have heard a West Biding pronounciation of 
the present day not very dissimilar. It is certainly curious that we can find 
many other proofs of Indo-Germanic conformities, proving our eastern descent 
and a common origin. From water you have, I conceive, your Were and 
Weyer and Weaver, through various stages of contraction and oral corrup 
tions. The Yorkshire Ure is nearly identical with the Grecian prototype.

There is a third inherent property of water which is also a fruitful source 
of nomenclature in all countries ; its unstableness and aptitude of change, 
necessarily also involved in its previous power of motion. One of our 
oldest terms for change is the obsolete wend, of which we use the past 
tense in conjugating the verb to go, as, he went; though Spencer, in the 
following line of his Fairy Queen, uses it as a substantive :

" He knew the various went of mortal way."
Our modern usage would put here improperly wont; but, as I have already 
remarked vowels are etymologically of no consequence, you may try the 
vocal gamut of the consonants and the meanings remain radically the same, 
thus: Wane or wander, wend, wind, wont, and the Anglo-Saxon wundra; 
as wane, we have the idea of constantly changing, a waning moon, and from 
the same cause a weaned child, and wennel a common term for any animal 
taken from its dam. Gray gives-us for wind :

" The lowing herds wind slowly o'er the lea,"
thereby beautifully expressing the devious courses of our field and pasture 
ways ; and every industrious spinster, to wind her cotton, must make many 
turns. The wind itself, equally unstable with the element of water, natu 
rally shares this designation of change. A quotation from Notger's Trans 
lation of the Psalms, a Monk of the famous Abbey of St. Gall in Switzer 
land, in ] 020, gives us our Anglo-Saxon root both in a direct and implied 
meaning when he says, speaking of man :

" I ist wendig ; Sela ist unwendig:" 
" He is changeable ; but God (Sela) is unchangeable."



The most direct derivative of this word for water is found in the Danish 
language and in its word vand, to which my attention was first directed as to 
its simple sense of water hy hearing the frequent demand of the guests at a 
table d' hote for vand, vand ; though I afterwards found that Keypler, in his 
Antiq. Septentrionates Selectee, had previously drawn attention to the same 
fact: " Vand autem adhuc Danis aquam denotat." When we recollect that 
the Eomans had not our guttural W, but wrote it either by OU, as our French 
neighbours at present write Edward by Edouard, or as GU in Guillaume 
for William, or by the V, we shall not be at any great loss to believe that 
when they translated the indigenous name of North Wales Gwenneth into 
Venedocia, they found in the native term that relation to water which their 
own term was meant to convey; a relation that is the clue to this Gaelic 
term as it is to the Veneti of all other countries. These Veneti we first 
meet in Tacitus, (Germ. cap. xlvi.) and his coupling them with the Fenni 
would of itself give suspicion of fluvial allusion. We next find them in 
Caesar in Britany, then in Britain ; but in all these and in other situations 
this name, when dropped or lost, is succeeded by others which have also 
the same or strong aquatic meanings. The Baltic Veneti are now the 
inhabitants of Pommern or Pomerania, which has its name from j>o near to 
and mor sea. The same meaning of po in Po-wis, that large district of 
Wales so called because neighbours of the Wissi, Uiccii, Gewissi, of which 
Uiccorma or Wighorn, Worcester, was the capital. So the name of the 
Borussi Prussi from Po-russi, the neighbours of the Russians. The Breton 
Venetoi still retain their ancient name as their ancient valor in the Vendee, 
and Morbihan, the department of France so called from its large lake, 
readily resolves itself in Mor-vehan, the Venetic Sea; but the other de 
nominations of that country, Ar-morica, Aquitaine, Guienne, Poitiers, give 
us back this watery idea in the various dialects that have prevailed in the 
country: so their principal cities, Vannes, Eennes, Nantes, are all of 
aquatic derivation. In Spain, Andalusia requires the strong Spanish 
guttural pronunciation to produce exact conformity: and in our King 
Alfred's translation of the Geography of a Vandal Bishop, when his author 
mentions mare nostrum, our learned monarch invariably renders it wendel 
meer, meaning the Mediterranean. Acquileja for a long time gave a Latin 
coloring to the inhabitants of Northern Italy, the 'EV»ETOI of Strabo; but 
when its capital was destroyed by Attila, the few fishermen who refounded
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their sea city on the marshy islands near, resuscitated the no doubt old 
Vernacular title, and called their foundation Venice. Many other territo 
rial denominations take their titles from the abounding of neighbouring 
waters or the prevalence of Wendic nations : thus the Roman province of 
Vindilicia, which has still many towns that shew unqualified Wendish 
descent in their names, Wendish-Feistriz and Wendish-Gratz, the latter 
giving the famous Austrian general his name in opposition to another Gratz, 
the capital of Styria: and its principal water the Sea of Constance, the Boden 
See called by Pomponius Mela, Lacus Venetus answering possibly to an old 
Persian word for water witnessed in the large lake Van in Armenia. When 
the Romans tell us the goddess Venus, the parent of their race, rose from 
the sea, they but cloak an etymological truth in a neat mythology; and 
when the first chronicler sat down to write his fabulous sagas of Rome's 
origin, he could not divest himself of the grain of truth which his autho 
rities, the old Roman ballads, may have offered, in calling the son of this 
deity JEneas, more properly Oueneus or Gweneus, and you will at once see 
how nearly is the relation with your neighbouring Gwenithi and their 
Owens, Gwynues, Evans, &c., all modifications of the Ven or Van.

Thus much, as etymological proofs, that we have had Wends in great 
number and at earliest dates in great prevalence in Wales, and before I enter 
into their proof in the rest of Britain, I will mention some strong arguments 
for the identity of this almost extinct people with the Welsh, in agreements 
of their present language and the identity of many peculiar customs in 
both countries. In a Welsh catechism published at Shrewsbury (8vo 
Beddoes,) drawn up, I believe, by a Welsh Commission for the use of 
schools, and therefore of authority, we have at p. 5, the following passage. 
" There is every reason to believe the Welsh to be of common origin with 
the Bretons and the Wendi in Lusatia and other parts of Northern Ger 
many, and generally speaking, these three people use one common language 
to the present day. As to manners and customs, the testimony of a Wen 
dic Prince of the present day is equally strong for the agreement between 
the native Irish and his countrymen in the two Lausitzen, but it is too 
long for extraction. Fiirst Piichler Muscaw, in his Briefe eines Vertorbenen 
adduces "the common bagpipe as a national instrument, a similar love of 
singing and dancing, yet of melancholy and plaintive airs, with a gradually 
dying language, rich and poetical; both are superstitious, cunning, and



greatly given to exaggeration, &c.; both like to go ragged when they have 
the means of dressing better, and lastly, spite of their miserable living, 
both are capable of great exertion though they prefer indolence and 
loitering." Thus much for the existence of Wends, at least in Wales, and 
if I establish equal conformities for the rest of Britain, I am aware I shall 
overturn many received opinions of our earliest history and require an 
entire revision of our annals prior to the time of Bede. My ideas are 
certainly new, but if fortified by authorities and argument, they must be 
true; if true, must prevail. Now for the existence of this people, the 
Wends, in England, as evidenced in the remaining traces of their language 
in every part of it, and particularly in their rivers and ports. Der-went is 
one of the most general designations of streams in our kingdom ; it is borne 
with several others by a tributary to the Ribble. Divest it of its Teutonic 
definite article der and you have the naked term der went, the water. 
Then the Wandle in Surrey, the Wantsum at Norwich, and the Island of 
Thanet; Wantage in Berkshire, the birth place of Alfred; even Windsor 
with Wind-der-mere, Winchelsea, Windle near Prescot in your county, and 
a thousand others need but pointing out to be acknowledged. In France, 
the prevalence of the prefix Ven, to proper names of places, argues the 
wide spread rule of the Wendic nation there as the Venaissin along the 
Rhone, Vendome, &c. &c. For towns our English Ventnor and Ven-ottery. 
In Scotland, Venachoir are examples. But I have purposely left the 
three principal names of cities to the last, being the Venta Icenorum 
or Norwich; Venta Silurum, Caerwent; Venta Belgarum, Winchester, 
where it will be perceived that for the two latter the Wendic origin is 
still apparent. The origin and reason of the denomination of these Ventas 
have given our antiquaries great trouble, which would, I think, have been 
obviated had they considered the roots as I have done and compared them 
with Veneta of the Baltic, which Helmold speaks of as once surpassing 
all the cities of the Wends in opulence and splendour, or the Civitas 
Veneta of the Bretons, which, with all his might, Csesar had difficulty 
in reducing on account of its excellent port and powerful fleet. It is 
wonderful that in all the conjectures of the learned, it never occurred to 
any that by the insertion of an elised E an exact conformity of name 
bringing on considerations of other conformities would have settled the 
difficulties. That the name was known and acknowledged as Wendic to a



very late period is proved by coins of Athelstan, on which of the Win 
chester mintage we find the legends WINULI and WINULI than which 
no names are more common for Wends in Latin writers.

But perhaps an equally fertile source of fluvial nomenclature is the last 
I shall adduce, that namely of relation, such more especially as regards 
them as big or little in comparison with neighbouring streams. The name 
of Don occurs remarkably often as applied to our own rivers as well as 
those of other countries. There is a Don or two in Scotland and another 
in Durham near Hedworth ; Doncaster has its name from its stream, and 
others which being more concealed required some elucidation. From 
whatever cause, which we will not now investigate, Don with its varieties 
Ton, Tan, &c., carries with it the idea of superiority, spiritual or 
physical, real or assumed. The Spanish Don usually derives his title from 
Dominus, but I rather believe the converse of the proposition that 
Dominus was but the prolongation of an old Arminian word. That 
Danube, to the Koman Geographers the largest stream in Europe, should 
receive preeminence amongst streams was natural, and this it still retains 
to be its present title in his Teutonic Don-au, the great water,* It is now 
eclipsed by another stream, which therefore with a better title, is also called 
the Borysthenes. To the Roman ear this Don may have sounded Dan, 
perhaps Tan, and then we have the most certain illustrations of my idea 
in the synonm given by them to that portion of the stream where its waters 
are widest, namely Ister. This word resolves itself readily into the two 
words aus, water, as already explained, and star, big, as still used in most of 
the Scandinavian dialects; thus Stor-ting is the Norwegian Upper House 
of Parliament, as Odel-ting is their House of Commons. We have many 
rivers Stours in England, each of which, though small, (as all greatness is but 
relative,) will have some smaller beck over which it lords. Auster ,  another 
combination, signifies great store of water in another sense; for as the 
south west wind it has, and rightly, always watery epithets, as humidus, 
imbrius, Auster. Our older poets used this word adjectively as well as

* The genuine name was formerly better known amongst us than now. 
(Paradise Lost, B. i. p. 35,) has, for he had travelled 

" A multitude which the populous North 
Pour'd never from her frozen loins to pass 
Bhene or the Don-aw."

Or

Milton,
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substantively, as in the ballad of Sir Cauline in Percy's relics of Antient 
Poetry. Sir Cauline says,

" I truste in Christe for to stay this fiende 
Though he be stiffe and Stowre."

I could adduce examples of Tan as great in all nations, but I  will only 
trespass upon your patience by referring to the Tanistry of Ireland, and 
the prevalence of this syllable in the names of our Anglo-Saxon aristocracy, 
as in Athelstan, Wulfstan, Dunstan, Bristan, and Othan, a Scotch king, 
which leads us to the Thanes of that kingdom, which at present suffice.

I have said before, that no comparison can be perfect without a scale by 
which to measure our ideas; it was an old logical maxim, quicquid major 
continet in se minus, every greater must have its less; for a reason we 
cannot now follow there must have existed some reason in the prehistoric 
language why the idea of little was attached to Tee, Dee, Wye, Wee, 
which latter we still use in this sense as an adjective, and is it not surprising 
and in full confirmation of all I have written on Don, that every river with 
this name should have its co-relative Dee. One Scotch Don has its Dee so 
closely approximative that both at last conjoin, and their plural Deen gives 
its name to their outfall at Aberdeen. The Tay is a minor term, and though 
I am not sufficiently versed in Scotch Geography to point out its major, I 
feel sufficiently confident from the name of the town at its CEstuary Dundee, 
to assert that it has or had anciently the wanting superior. The Yorkshire 
Don has a double less, two Dees united there join it as Dearn, and the Don 
and Dearn Canal is an important branch of inland navigation for the West 
Riding. This relation holds good, even abroad; the mighty Don-au has its 
Tees or Theiss, which, though larger hi volume and longer in course than 
many of our English Dons is still in both inferior to that Prince of European 
streams. Having however found these factors of comparison and proved 
their co-relation, it follows that the presence of one necessarily implies the 
other. Thus having found a Tees in Durham, we must expect in con 
sequence to find there also its Tan or Don, and here the Tyne accordingly 
presents itself with even an additional mark of greatness, as Ituna; now 
I believe the modern orthography of this name would have been high Tuna, 
which, without a little explanation may appear forced; we have another 
prefixed I in a proper British name where by its translation by the Romans, 
this neglect of the aspirate is too plain to be denied in the Iceni whose



name Csesar translates as Ceni Magni when he enumerates them with four 
other Tribes (de Bell. Gall. Lib. v. cap. XVII.) who sent hostages after 
the defeat of Cunobelin, and they are no doubt identical with the Ceno- 
manes of Gaul, of whose name only its particle of greatness remains in the 
modern Maine.

We have in France a Devona as a river, but still accompanied by the 
larger Factor, which, though verbally different, still retains its designation 
as greater and superior from another root; this is the modern Garonne, 
into which the ancient Devona (most probably the modern Lot) falls. 
When we consider the meaning of the monosyllable Gar, or Car, we find 
it in combinations which for localities, as Halicarnassus, Cor-cyra, the 
Persian Kara Hissar and Kara Bug, the Welsh Caer Idris and Caer 
Caradoc; for persons, more especially in Britain, as Oaractagus, Cartis- 
mundua, and Carausius; the Stone Cairns, and more especially Caer-gawr 
for Stonehenge, the Latin Cor for Heart, all prove that in a primitive 
language ideas of greatness and sublimity, of rule and power attached 
themselves to this monosyllable, and that Gar-onne or Caer-auen its ver 
nacular which the Latin invaders of Gaul as Gar-amms or Caesar's Gar- 
umnis, was properly so designated because the largest water of its 
neighbourhood.

I am now better prepared to approach in your immediate neighbour 
hood the most famed of these Dees, the Deva of Cheshire known by so 
many inscriptions and as the head quarters so long of the twentieth 
Legion, Victoria Victrix. The denomination is undoubted, and it would 
therefore materially weaken all that I have thus far written if the necessary 
co-relative were not found in close proximity. I shall endeavour to shew 
that this necessary quality exists in the Belisama of Ptolemy, and that his 
Belisama is your Mersey. That every river had its presiding Deity which 
sometime gave a name and sometimes received one from its waters, may be 
taken "as an established fact; from this idea have sprung many of the 
finest relics of sculpture which have descended to us from antiquity, as 
those who have seen the beautiful recumbent statues of Tiber and Nile at 
Eome can in part testify. In France, at the sources of the Seine, the 
ruins of a splendid temple to the Dea Sequana have lately been dug up. 
The altar " Nymphis et Fontibus" in the Park of Eaton Hall proves that 
high veneration was given to the water Deities in your own neighbourhood,
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and its trivial execution and appearance seem to argue that it was a com 
mon not an exceptional performance. That the oriental Deity Bel was a 
favorite in these Northern districts, even as a water God, seems to me 
evident by the various puzzling inscriptions found near, in which he is 
styled Belatucadras which is only Bel-ad-uadras strongly gutturalised, like the 
Viadrus of Ptolemy and merely Bel of the water; perhaps by frequent use 
become personal as in Catholic countries our Lady of Loretto or of the 
Pillar at Zarragossa are singled out from all the other Madonnas. The 
Greek BaXo-ajAos was applied to an oriental drug of great healing powers, 
of which possibly Bel, with the epithet of Belsamos, may as its peculiar 
patron have been mistaken for its name, and better understood on your 
shores as the healing God. If, too, we consider that the superstitious 
worship of the Bel-Tyne, of which, as the vestiges of it are now mostly 
confined to Scotland, Jamieson in his dictionary, sub voce, is the best 
expounder, to have taken its rise and its name on the Tyne river, we have 
an additional reason for giving that stream the title of High-Tuna, and the 
name of the God Bel to the Mersey, coupled with an epithet which, cognate 
no doubt with the Latin sanare, would designate his healing and sanatory 
powers. That the Bibble cannot be this Belisama, as many have imagined, 
seems clear from the name Eipa, which it has in Doomsday Book: which 
Eiva or Eivula may still be said to be its modern name : this with Ribchester 
on its banks upholds the tenacity of this disparaging diminutive for at least 
eight hundred years, and I know no instance when once a high-sounding, 
boastful name has been adopted by the inhabitants of any country such as 
Belisama intrinsically implies, that they have afterwards acquiesced in a 
meaner and inferior one. The conjugation (if I may be allowed the term) of 
Kibble, through its vowels, shews how low are all the significations of its con 
sonants rabble, rebel, robber, rubble. But I find another reason, perhaps 
a stronger one, both for this dignity as a water God, in Belisama, and as 
antithetical to the Cheshire Dee in the present name of your river, the 
Mersey, which it would be superfluous to prove to be more correctly More Sea. 
Now Mor in all languages signifies undefined because undefinable extension; 
the Gothic mor, the Latin mare, German meer, English mere, French mer, 
and instances perhaps in every other language; Emir in Persian, a prince, 
a good illustration of undefined because irresponsible power, and even 
more the comparative of much, Germ. Mehr, Latin major, all shew the
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most indefinite ideas of vast expanse beyond the reach of vision or thought, 
and mors as death but represents the most shadowy prospects of yon 
bourn. Sea or see needs no comment, as a large expanse of water it 
exists in most teutonic languages. An old Greek writer, Ktesias, who, as 
having resided at the Persian, court, had good opportunity of knowing their 
customs and language, called the King whom we name Belus, Belis-thana, 
which certainly shews that various epithets were applied to this royal as 
well as sacred name, and though the addition is not identical with sama, yet 
as an example of a very ancient Tan or Thane it may be taken as a cor- 
roboration of what I have written above on those titles. So Thana-Lartia 
was the indigenous Italian or Etruscan name for the Venus genetrix, the 
Magna mater, the Source of Being; but Creu/er in his Symbolik (vol. ii. 
p. 266) cites Augustine and Eusebius for the exact name of Beelsamen as 
a synonym or byname of Jupiter. But that this epithet or title was merely 
generic, and expressive of great power and perhaps great goodness and 
wisdom, we may justly believe when we find a Roman inscription, cited 
from " Selden de Diis Syriis," (p. 174) to Minerva, with the identical 
addition of this Belisama. For the present I will not go into another 
deduction on this Godhead which would bring it also in conformity with 
another British and Foreign Deity, with a wide and extended veneration ; 
the God Camulus.

I feel I have already exceeded the usual limits of a lecture, and shall 
conclude with a few words on the names which geographical relations have 
given to rivers. The Tueda or Tweed would seem to belong to the class of 
minors, if you did not consider that the idea of division was here, if not 
the original, at least the implied meaning: a thing that is cut in two, 
two-ed, is necessarily lessened, and when you consider that this river has 
for ages separated England from Scotland, it has made both less. The 
German separate, entzwei and ent-zweien to part, is exactly similar. Our 
numeral two, Scotch twa, has its only meaning in the fact that the divided 
unit is made smaller or wee. Another river, the Severn, takes this name 
from severing England from Wales : so that the fables of a drowned 
Sabrina, or as Sprott's Chronicle, which your generous associate, Mr. Joseph 
Mayer, will shortly be able to produce in fac-simile from the unique auto 
graph in his possession, renders the name Habreii, cannot have the least 
authority. The last stream which strikes me with a geographical significa-
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tion is the Trent, the boundary of the East Angles from Mercia : trennen 
is still pure German for dividing ; our nearest accordant word is rend, to 
tear; rent, torn.

Before parting I mil only just add, that I consider that the Anglo-Saxon 
kingdom of Mercia took the title from your Mersey, its principal stream, 
as the adjoining kingdom of Northumberland, from its relative position to 
the opposite (Estuary: and other instances might be given of countries 
taking their designations from the rivers they are near. But though I have 
only gone through one division of Nomenclature, that of rivers, I feel how 
largely I have trespassed on your patience and how imperfectly I have 
executed what has been offered, owing to the shortness of notice and other 
very pressing occupations. Should you, however, think the present views 
worthy of your attention, I shall, I hope, be able to go through the other 
divisions of my title at greater leisure with perhaps greater satisfaction to 
myself and a result better deserving your attention.


